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Zinc-dependent HDAC subtypes (ZnHDACs) exhibit differential expression in various cancer types and
signiﬁcantly contribute to oncogenic cell transformation, and hence are interesting anticancer drug targets. The
approved pan HDAC inhibitors (PHIs) lack subtype speciﬁcity and inhibit all ZnHDACs, causing severe sideeffects. Considering the distinct tissue distribution and roles of individual ZnHDACs in speciﬁc cancer types, it
is crucial to rationally design subtype-speciﬁc inhibitors (SSIs) for enhanced efﬁcacy and reduced side-effects.
There are numerous approaches already conducted for designing SSIs, especially Class I ZnHDACs, whereas
Class II and III ZnHDACs are relatively unexplored and equally important in disease pathogenesis. This study
attempts to decipher the speciﬁcity rendering interaction features of six different ZnHDACs by robust analyses
of reported experimental data employing sophisticated computational methods like homology modelling,
docking, pharmacophore analysis, and molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. Experimentally validated SSIs
(activity \1000 nM) of different ZnHDACs and 8 approved PHIs were docked to 40 MD generated conformations of each ZnHDACs followed by MM-GBSA binding energy estimations. Sequences, structures,
physicochemical properties, and interaction patterns of the binding sites obtained from docking were
exhaustively compared to identify unique subtype-speciﬁc interaction features for each Class II ZnHDACs. To
further validate the stabilities of these features, 20 ns MD simulations were performed on 12 complexes (each
Class II ZnHDACs bound to one SSI and one PHI) in explicit water models. Distinct pharmacophoric patterns
were observed in the binding pockets of each subtype despite high sequence similarities. Presence of amides,
ketone, hydroxyl, carboxyl groups, and moieties occupying additional sub-pockets and interacting with Zn 2?,
etc., in the SSIs affect the orientations of the binding site residues (BSRs) owing to subtype-speciﬁc protein–
ligand interactions. Stable and unique residue interactions speciﬁc for a HDAC subtype are, e.g. E329 for
HDAC4, S904 for HDAC5, W496 S563 I569 for HDAC6, M793 for HDAC9, and E302 for HDAC10. Such
unique interaction features and pharmacophoric patterns can be utilized for subtype-speciﬁc ZnHDAC inhibitor design.
Keywords. Anticancer drug design; docking; histone deacetylase (HDAC); molecular dynamics simulations;
pharmacophore; subtype speciﬁcity
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1. Introduction
Histone deacetylase (HDAC) plays a crucial role in
regulation of various molecular functions, including
tumour suppression, cell proliferation, DNA repair, and
apoptosis. HDACs are enzymes engaged in chromatin
remodelling via deacetylation of lysine residues and
play key roles in the epigenetic regulation of gene
expression (Zhang et al. 2017). Dysregulated expression of HDACs and abnormal deacetylation of chromatin may be involved in the pathogenesis of diseases
such as cancer. Hence, HDACs have become interesting targets for anticancer drug development because of
their signiﬁcant contribution to oncogenic cell transformation (Li and Seto 2016; Zhang et al. 2017; Ahn
and Yoon 2017). Eighteen mammalian HDACs are
known to date (Parbin et al. 2014). HDACs are categorized into four groups according to their sequence
similarity to yeast HDACs, their subcellular localization, and their enzymatic behaviour (Lane and Chabner
2009). Classes I, II, and IV are known to be zincdependent classes, while Class III, also called sirtuins,
are NAD?-dependent HDACs and have seven subclasses (Lane and Chabner 2009; Parbin et al. 2014).
Class I members are ubiquitously expressed, and Class
II are mostly present in the cytoplasm. Class IV
member HDAC11 is identiﬁed in various types of cells
(Liu et al. 2020, p. 11). Class I and II follow similar
catalytic mechanisms but they are different due to the
presence of additional domains in Class II than Class I,
probably due to evolutionary divergence. Class II
member HDAC6 has two catalytic domains that function independently, and HDAC7 has three repression
domains (Kao et al. 2000). ZnHDACs cooperatively
regulate chromatin structure and transcription, but
Class II members have some important interaction
partners such as calmodulin, serum response factor, and
BCL6, which have signiﬁcant role in cell differentiation and survival (Yang and Grégoire 2005). The
aberrant expression of Zn-binding domain containing
Class I, II and IV HDAC subtypes are largely studied
for their signiﬁcant role in regulation of cell cycle
pathway and apoptosis (Ropero and Esteller 2007).
Therefore, the Zn-dependent Classes I, II, and IV need
particular attention in anticancer drug discovery.
HDAC 1, 2, 3, and 8 are four isoforms belonging to
Class I, whereas Class II is subdivided into Class IIa
(HDAC 4, 5, 7, 9) and Class IIb (HDAC6, 10). Class
IV has only one member, i.e. HDAC11. The Zn-dependent HDAC subtypes (ZnHDACs) exhibit differential expression in different types of cancers (West
and Johnstone 2014). For example, in Class I, HDAC1

is found to be elevated in lung and liver cancers,
HDAC2 in cutaneous T-cell lymphoma, HDAC3 is
raised in gastric and declined in the liver cancerous
cells, and HDAC8 found to be overexpressed in oral
squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) and thus pinpointed
as a novel therapeutic target for OSCC (Grant et al.
2010). In Class II, HDAC5 has higher expression in
medulloblastoma and decreased in kidney cancer cells,
while HDAC11 is dysregulated in renal carcinoma. To
date, four HDAC inhibitors, namely, Vorinostat
(SAHA), Panobinostat (LBH589), Romidepsin
(FK228), and Belinostat (PXD101), have been
approved by the FDA, US, and one HDAC inhibitor,
namely, Chidamide (CS005), has been approved by the
FDA, China, for hematological carcinomas, whereas
more than 20 inhibitors are currently in clinical trials
(Felisbino et al. 2011; Khan et al. 2008; Kim and Bae
2011; Thaler 2012). These inhibitors are mostly PHIs,
which have been shown to inhibit all ZnHDACs in
HeLa extracts (Falkenberg and Johnstone 2014). Such
inhibitors cause several side effects, such as weakness,
thrombocytopenia, and gastrointestinal abnormalities
(Chang et al. 2018). Taking into account the distinct
tissue distribution, cellular locations as well as the roles
of individual ZnHDACs, in speciﬁc types of cancers,
rational design of SSIs for ZnHDACs may prove better
than the existing PHIs for cancer therapy with
enhanced efﬁcacy and reduced adverse reactions (Androutsopoulos and Spandidos 2017).
Literature reports several studies that report the
superiority of SSIs over PHIs, e.g., HDAC1 SSI (Etinostat) over PHI (Panobinostat) in ovarian cancer
(Bandolik et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2019). To develop
HDAC-subtype-speciﬁc drugs, various efforts are
already underway using different approaches including
high-throughput screening (Bertrand 2010; Wang et al.
2018), chemical synthesis of inhibitor molecules, and
their bioassays to validate activities (Fournier et al.
2018; Ganai 2018; Song et al. 2019; Wagner v. 2010),
studies at the molecular level such as mutagenesis
(Dowling et al. 2008; Hassig et al. 1998; Kadosh and
Struhl 1998), and identiﬁcation of active site properties
by various experiments (Dowling et al. 2008; Finnin
et al. 1999; Friesner et al. 2006; Hassig et al. 1998;
Kadosh and Struhl 1998; Taha et al. 2017; Vannini
et al. 2007). Screening of approved drug libraries was
successful in obtaining HDAC6-speciﬁc novel inhibitors (Bertrand 2010; Wang et al. 2018). Anthraquinone-based HDAC6 inhibitors synthesized by Yoojin
Song et al. achieved good nM range activity (Song
et al. 2019). Mutagenesis studies have been carried out
on the importance of some key active site residues
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speciﬁc for the catalytic activities of certain subtypes.
For example, D174N mutation in HDAC1 corresponding to D705 in HDAC7 leads to an approximately 12-fold decrease in HDAC 1 activity compared
to the wild type (Wagner et al. 2010). Also, the partially solvent exposed H143 residue appears to play a
crucial role in catalysis since the mutation H143A in
HDAC8 (corresponding to H670 in HDAC7 and
H141A in HDAC1) makes the enzyme entirely deﬁcient in HDAC8 activity (Dowling et al. 2008; Hassig
et al. 1998). Similarly, mutation of Y306 to F in
HDAC8 (Kadosh and Struhl 1998) and Y298 to H in
HDAC3 (Finnin et al. 1999) drastically reduces
deacetylase activity. Some structure-based studies
report that despite a strong sequence similarity in
residues that make up the catalytic pocket of the
binding sites across the HDAC family, some subtypes
have exhibited their unique structural features (Hai and
Christianson 2016). For example, In HDAC7, the catalytic pocket is lined primarily with hydrophobic residues, namely, P542, G678, F679, F738, and L810
(HDAC7, PDB: 3C10), while the zinc-ion-interacting
catalytic residues are mostly polar (Vannini et al.
2007). Also, a thin hydrophobic pocket deﬁned by a
tube-like formation leads to a cavity holding a catalytic
device in mostly all subtypes (Hai and Christianson
2016). Researchers worldwide are making efforts to
deﬁne principles, synthesize, and biologically evaluate
the speciﬁcity of inhibitors for individual HDAC subtypes (Ganai 2015 2016 2018; Micelli and Rastelli
2015; Stein 2001).
Some recent review articles give an account of all
such experimental and computational work carried
towards achieving subtype speciﬁcity (Ho et al. 2020;
Peng et al. 2019). Most of such studies reported in the
literature on ZnHDACs speciﬁcity take one or two
subtypes into account, especially Class I ZnHDACs
and only a few considered Class II and III ZnHDACs.
Comparative analyses of the similar and unique features of the binding sites of each Class II and III
ZnHDACs must be robustly performed considering all
the ZnHDACs to develop successful subtype-speciﬁc
inhibitors. However, this is a tedious, time-consuming,
and expensive process to analyze, characterize, and
compare the binding sites of all ZnHDACs at a time
when carried out experimentally. Exploring the ligand
interaction patterns of binding sites at an atomistic level
and including the ﬂexibilities of the proteins make the
experimental process further challenging. Hence,
computational modelling techniques have emerged as
one of the most popularly used methods for atomistic
understanding of the structure, interactions and
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dynamics of drug targets (Mohan 2019; Singh and
Dhar 2015) performance computing facilities and
improved algorithms, computational techniques such as
molecular dynamics simulations, docking, pharmacophore modelling, etc., have been shown to produce
results in agreement with the experimental results
with reasonable accuracy (Choudhury et al. 2014,
2016a, 2016b; Wang et al. 2005). Computational
modelling methods such as docking and small-scale
molecular dynamics simulations have been applied to
investigate key binding site features of Class I HDAC
subtypes by Wang et al. (2005). This study focuses on
only the Class I subtypes and uses the homology
models of these proteins. An extensive study by Di
Micco et al. has analyzed the structural features of
inhibitors of HDAC subtypes 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8
using molecular docking. They have also used these
features to synthesize subtype selective inhibitors for
HDAC2, 3, and 8 (Di Micco et al. 2013). Thangapandian v. has developed dynamic pharmacophore
models from HDAC8 MD trajectories and could successfully screen two HDAC8-speciﬁc inhibitors
(Thangapandian et al. 2011). Kalyaanamoorthy et al
have proposed energy based pharmacophore models
for Class I HDACs (Kalyaanamoorthy and Chen 2011).
The current study is an extension to all the previous
ones, where we have considered all the Class II subtypes and all recently reported highly active SSI (total
2302 inhibitors for all subtypes), as well as the PHIs (8
inhibitors), reported to date. We have modelled and
included HDAC5, 9, and 10 in our study, as these were
not included in the previous studies. In this study, we
attempted exhaustive analyses of the similarities and
diversities in the sequences, structures, ligand binding
patterns, and dynamics of different ZnHDACs. Stateof-the-art molecular modelling methods have been
employed to comparatively analyse the physicochemical natures and dynamics of active sites of 6 Class II
ZnHDACs. Speciﬁc ligand binding features of each
subtype were identiﬁed by systematic comparison of
HDAC structures complexed with their respective SSIs
and approved PHIs using molecular docking,
MMGBSA binding energy calculations, and molecular
dynamics simulations.
2. Materials and methods
2.1 Preparation of datasets
2.1.1 HDAC inhibitors: Eight known PHIs reported in
the literature are shown in scheme 1, a few of them are
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Scheme 1. (a) Examples of representative SSI of different Class II ZnHDACs. (b) The eight reported PHIs.

already approved, e.g., Panobinostat for multiple
myeloma, Vorinostat, and Romidepsin for Cutaneous
T-cell lymphoma and Belinostat, and Chidamide with
Romidepsin for peripheral T-cell lymphoma (West and
Johnstone 2014). The structures of this PHI were collected from DrugBank (Wishart et al. 2018). ChEMBL
database (Gaulton et al. 2017) using the link https://
www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/beta/g/#search_results/assays/
query for each HDAC subtype. Molecules from the
Bioassays panel of ChEMBL were extracted. The
molecules showing activity against a single subtype
were further screened and the duplicates were removed.
The molecules having activity less than 1000 nM were
selected for our study for each Class II subtype. Literature search was also carried out to obtain highly
active SSIs of each Class II ZnHDACs. A total of 2302
SSI were collected having IC50 value\1000 nM for all
ZnHDACs: these are listed in supplementary excel
sheet and segregated inhibitors for each subtype are
shown in supplementary table 1. All these 2302
molecules were subjected to preparation in LigPrep
(LigPrep|Schrödinger, n.d.), generating their ionization

states at pH 7.0 (± 2.0) using Epik ionizer (Epik: A
Software Program for PKa Prediction and Protonation
State Generation for Drug-like Molecules|SpringerLink, n.d.). Scheme 1 shows an example of a
representative SSI for each Class II subtype with their
ChEMBL ID and all 8 PHIs.
2.1.2 Protein sequences and structures: Primary
sequences of the ZnHDACs were downloaded from
NCBI in FASTA format (Agarwala et al. 2018). Out of
37 available crystal structures (15, 17, 5) for HDAC4,
6, and 7, respectively) of ZnHDACs (supplementary
table 2) in the protein data bank (PDB), three structures
of HDAC 4, 6, and 7 were selected for our study
(table 1). Among many available structures, the ones
with a bound inhibitor (PHI/SSI) were considered for
the study. The structures with the best resolution and
least number of missing residues were selected. The
structures for HDAC 5, 9 and 10 were not available in
PDB, and therefore they were modelled using SWISS
MODEL homology modelling tool The RMSD values
and sequence identity of the modelled structures with
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Table 1. Selected PDB structures and homology models of Class II HDAC subtypes with their respective ligands/cofactors
Details
Subtype: HDAC4
PDB ID: 2VQJ
Resolution: 2.1
Residues: 648–1057

Subtype: HDAC6
PDB ID: 5EDU
Resolution: 2.79
Residues: 479–835

Subtype: HDAC7
PDB ID: 3COZ
Resolution: 2.10
Residues: 482–903

Structure of co-crystal ligand

Details

Structure of co-crystal ligand

Subtype: HDAC5 (Modelled)
Template: 2VQM
Mol probity score: 1.82
QMEAN (0): -1.52
GMQE (1): 0.28
Sequence identity: 77.24%
*RMSD 2VQM-HDAC5: 1.33
Subtype-HDAC9 (Modelled)
Template: 2VQM
Mol probity score: 2.0
QMEAN (0): -1.53
GMQE (1): 0.30
Sequence identity: 71.99%
*RMSD 2VQM-HDAC9: 1.00
Subtype: HDAC10 (Modelled)
Template:5TD7
Mol probity score: 1.54
QMEAN (0): -2.40
GMQE (1): 0.74
Sequence identity: 46.11%
*RMSD 5TD7-HDAC10: 0.67

PDB IDs with co-crystal ligands/cofactors have been mentioned for the available crystal structures. Quality parameters of modelled
structures along with the template and the co-crystal ligand bound to the template have been mentioned.

the template structure are reported in table 1. Modelled
structures having the best global model quality estimation score (GMQE) scores and QMEAN values
(Waterhouse et al. 2018) were selected for the present
study.
Global Model Quality Estimation (GMQE) is a
quality estimation which combines properties from the
target–template alignment and the template search
method. The resulting GMQE score is expressed as a
number between 0 and 1, reﬂecting the expected
accuracy of a model built with that alignment and
template and the coverage of the target. Higher numbers indicate higher reliability.
QMEAN is a composite estimator based on different
geometrical properties and provides both global (i.e.
for the entire structure) and local (i.e. per residue)
absolute quality estimates on the basis of one single
model. The Model Results page of SWISS-MODEL
provides the user with an essential, ﬁrst-glance view of
a homology model showing ligands, global and local
quality, and target–template alignments. Quality
assessment can be done on the basis of the
Ramachandran plot, a way to visualize energetically

favoured regions for backbone dihedral angles against
amino acid residues in protein structure. Mol Probity is
a structure-validation Web service that provides evaluation of model quality at both the global and local
levels for both proteins and nucleic acids and the
assessment can be performed considering the reference
scores shown in supplementary table 3. The three
crystal structures (ZnHDACs 4, 6, 7) and three modelled (ZnHDACs 5, 9, 10) structures with good quality
estimation scores were taken for further analyses
(supplementary table 4). Class II ZnHDACs structures
(3 from PDB and 3 homology models) were prepared
using Protein Preparation Wizard (PPW) of Schrodinger software, version 2019-2 (Jacobson et al. 2002;
Madhavi Sastry et al. 2013a, b). Loops were speciﬁcally reﬁned for modelled structures using ‘Loop
Reﬁnement tool’ in prime for the homology models.
All the structures were pre-processed to add the missing hydrogens; water molecules beyond 3Å of the
active site were removed and appropriate bond orders
were assigned to the structures. The residues/side
chains unresolved in some of the crystal structures
were repaired with the Prime (Jacobson et al. 2002)
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module. The protonation states of the polar residues
were optimized with the ‘Protassign’ module of PPW
which uses PROPKA (Epik: A Software Program for
PKa Prediction and Protonation State Generation for
Drug-like Molecules|SpringerLink, n.d.) to predict
pKA values (pH 7.0 ± 2) and side-chain functional
group orientations. The structures were then subjected
to restrained minimization (cut-off RMSD 0.3Å) with
imperf (Epik: A Software Program for PKa Prediction
and Protonation State Generation for Drug-like
Molecules|SpringerLink, n.d.) to avoid steric clashes.
Each of these 6 structures were docked (the detailed
methodology explained in the followingsection) to the
most commonly used PHI Vorinostat and one highly
active SSI (mentioned in Scheme 1) to generate 12
protein–ligand complexes. Each of these 12 complexes
was energy minimized using steepest descent method
for 5000 iterations with a gradient convergence
threshold 0.05 and then subjected to 20 ns of molecular
dynamics at 300K using OPLS_2005 force ﬁeld. Solvent was set to be water (dielectric constant 80.0) and
charges were obtained from the force ﬁeld parameters.
Extended cut-off values of 8.0, 20.0 and 4.0 were set
for the van der Waals, electrostatic, and H-bond interactions. The systems were equilibrated for 1 ns before
the production dynamics. SHAKE algorithm was
applied for all hydrogen bonds. 20 conformations were
sampled from each simulation with a minimum RMSD
cut-off of 2 Å, thus obtaining a total of 240 conformations for all subtypes. These 240 conformations
were used for docking calculations.
2.2 Methodology
2.2.1 Multiple sequence alignment: Multiple sequence
alignment (MSA) was done using EMBL-Clustal
Omega online MSA tool (Madeira et al. 2019). FASTA
format of all ZnHDACs were given in input form, and
the remaining parameters were taken as default. Default
parameter does not remove any existing gaps present in
the input sequence. mBed-like clustering were used for
guide tree generation as it takes each sequence as a
vector and fastens the process of MSA by enhancing its
iterations.
2.2.2 Initial molecular docking: The prepared structures (as described in section 2.1.2) of the 6 HDACs
were subjected to initial molecular docking. Energy
grids for each structure were generated keeping the
centroids of respective bound ligands or known binding site residues as grid centres with inner box as 10 Å.

The size of the outer grid box was ﬁxed to 20 Å. The
prepared structures of the 2302 active SSI were subjected to initial stage molecular docking with their
respective HDAC energy grids using the Glide (Friesner et al. 2006) module of Schrodinger software with
standard precision (SP). Also, one of the most commonly used PHI (Vorinostat) was docked to all the
subtype structures using Glide SP with all default
parameters. The top scoring SSI and Vorinostat bound
complexes of each subtype were subjected to molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations.
2.2.3 Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations: Two
protein–ligand complexes were obtained for each
ZnHDACs structure from the docking calculations
(detailed methodology of docking is given in the next
subsection). Complexes were generated for best docked
SSI and Vorinostast (most commonly used PHI) for
each classII ZnHDACs. Thus, a total of 12 complexes
were obtained for the 6 ZnHDACs. Each of these 12
complexes were subjected to 20 ns MD simulations
using the Desmond MD simulation package (release
2018) of Schrödinger (Sborgi et al. 2015). The
OPLS_2005 (Sborgi et al. 2015) force ﬁeld was
employed for protein ligand complexes. Using the
Desmond system builder tool, the solvated complexes
were generated in a cubical shape water box (TIP3P
water model), and a 10 Å buffer space in x, y and z
dimensions were kept. Neutralization of each system
was performed by adding appropriate counter ions. The
system’s minimization was performed with 5000
steepest descent steps followed by gradual heating
from 0 to 300 K, under NVT ensemble. After 1 ns of
equilibration, ﬁnally, 20 ns production run under NPT
ensemble was carried out for each system using a cutoff distance of 12 Å for non-bonded interactions.
Coordinates were saved at every 20 ps to generate
trajectories of 1000 frames each. Simulation interaction
diagrams were used for trajectory analyses and analyses of stable interactions. The overall workﬂow followed in this study is graphically presented in ﬁgure 1.
20 snapshots were collected from each trajectory, thus
obtaining 240 HDAC-SSI/Vorinostat complexes.
2.2.4 Final molecular docking and binding energy
estimation: The 240 conformations generated through
dynamics were used for the ﬁnal docking calculations.
‘Receptor Grid Generation’ tool of Schrodinger software was utilized to deﬁne interaction grids for
molecular docking by keeping the centroids of
respective bound ligands as grid centres with inner
box as 10 Å. The size of the outer grid box was ﬁxed
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Figure 1. The overall workﬂow of the study.

to 20 Å. Then, the prepared structures of the 2302
active SSI were subjected to docking calculations with
their respective subtype’s conformations and 8 PHI
were docked to all the subtype structures. Molecular
docking calculations were performed using the Glide
(Friesner et al. 2006) module of Schrodinger software
ﬁrst with standard precision (SP) followed by extraprecision (XP) modes (Friesner et al. 2006). Five best
poses were generated for each SSIs and PHIs.
OPLS_2005 force ﬁeld was used for docking with all
default parameters. The top scoring best XP docked
SSI molecules having (IC50\150nM, total 91) and all
PHIs were selected for further analyses. The resultant
complexes of the selected highest scoring poses of
SSIs with their respective subtype conformations and
highest scoring poses of 8 PHIs with all subtypes were
further submitted for binding energy estimation
keeping residues around 7Å of the ligand ﬂexible,
where Molecular Mechanics-Generalized Born Surface
Area (MM/GBSA)-based binding free energy (DGbind)

were computed for the complex using Prime module.
The BSRs interacting with the SSIs and PHIs were
analysed and the calculation for the number of
H-bond, p–p stacking, cation-p interaction, and salt
bridge were performed using ligand interaction diagrams with parameters as maximum distance for
hydrogen bond as 2.8Å with donor and acceptor
minimum angles as 120° and 90° respectively, p–p
stacking interactions with face to face (maximum
angle 30°) and edge to face (minimum angle 60°) with
maximum distance as 4.4 and 5.5 Å, respectively. All
such interactions were obtained for each ZnHDACs–
SSI complex and added up to get the total number of
interactions and percentages of each type of interaction. A similar method was followed for the
ZnHDACs–PHI complexes. The complexes obtained
after MM-GBSA binding energy calculations were
used for the comparative analyses of structure, interresidue distances, physicochemical properties, and
ligand interaction in the binding sites.
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3. Results and discussion
3.1 Comparative analyses of primary structures
of ZnHDACs
Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) shows a distinct
intra-class homology among the ZnHDACs upon
analysis of the MSA sequence similarity matrix (supplementary ﬁgure 1). HDAC1, 2, and 3 of Class I share
signiﬁcant sequence similarity of 60–85% among
themselves and have very little similarity with the other
ZnHDACs.
Even HDAC8 has only 38% identity with HDAC1, 2
and 3 despite belonging to the same class. Similarly,
HDAC 4, 5, 7, and 9 of Class IIA share around 50 to
60% similarity among themselves, but with the others
they share around 30% only. MSA analysis revealed
that there are more than 20 residue patches where the
sequences along the HDAC subtypes are highly conserved. The BSRs (residues lying within the range of 7
Å of the co-crystal ligands in the respective PDB
structures) were mapped to the MSA and it was found
that most of the BSRs were lying in 10 different conserved residue patches (ﬁgure 2) which were labelled
as P1–P10. In P1, active site residues sequence HP was
conserved in all ZnHDACs except for HDAC8 (P1=
LA) and 10 (–I). Such substitutions might make a
difference in the interacting environment within the
binding sites of these subtypes. P2 having a single
Arginine residue was conserved in all the ZnHDACs.
P3 looks like ‘xxyHH’ where x and y are G and L
respectively in case of Class I ZnHDACs and P and G
respectively in case of Class II ZnHDACs. The substitution of two consecutive G to P (x position) can
cause signiﬁcant structural differences between the
Class I and II residues, while substitution of L to G (y
position) may contribute two the difference in ligand
binding patterns HDAC10 lacks the two x position
residues in P3. P4 has a pattern ‘xGFC’ where x is a –
SH or –OH containing residue in all subtypes (S in all
Class I, M and C in Class IIa) except HDAC10 (x=N).
P5 contains a ‘DxDyHHG’ pattern where x is a
hydrophobic residue (I in HDAC1, 2, 3; W in HDAC4,
5, 6, 7; and L in HDAC9 and 10). The y position in P5
is also a hydrophobic residue in all ZnHDACs (I in
HDAC1, 2, 3 and 5; V in HDAC 4, 6, 7, 9 and 10; and
L in HDAC 8). Hence, P5 residues show very high
similarity and might not be suitable for speciﬁc inhibitor design. However, introduction of aromatic residues at the x position in case of HDAC4, 5, 6, and 7
might be considered as unique features for these subtypes. P6 shows a ‘xyFPG’ residue pattern, where x

represents diverse residues such as Y in HDAC1, 2 and
3, N is HDAC4, 5, 7 and 9, T in HDAC6 and G in
HDAC8 and R in HDAC10. These subtype-speciﬁc
unique residues can be targeted for speciﬁc inhibitor
binding. P6 in HDAC10 has FW other than FF in all
other HDACs. We considered W in this conserved
patch because both F and W are both aromatic. P7 has a
‘xyGzD’ pattern, where x is Q for the Class I subtypes
and S for all Class II subtypes). The y position is
variable: for HDAC1, 2 and 3, it is C; for HDAC4, it is
S; for HDAC5, 6, 7, 9 and 10, it is A; and for HDAC8,
it is L. The z position of P7 is also variable. It is A in
HDAC 2, 3 and 8, F in the Class II subtypes and S in
HDAC1. This can be a unique residue in HDAC1. The
two-residue-long P8 is highly conserved except
HDAC10 with R/P and L and M in only HDAC8 and
this patch is lacking in HDAC10 which is present as
GQ at that position. P9 residues show class-speciﬁc
conservation. For example, for all Class I subtypes, it is
GG, while for the Class II subtypes, it is LE. P10 is
also a highly conserved three residue patch, showing
GGx pattern, where x is an aromatic residue (Y or H) in
all subtypes. Such high homology makes subtypespeciﬁc inhibitor design quite challenging. In spite of
the high homology of the ZnHDACs BSRs, which
might be the reason for the lack of speciﬁcity in PHIs,
we could also identify several non-conserved BSRs
outside the 10 conserved patches in almost each subtype. Even for the conserved BSRs, we have performed
further comparative analyses of their mutual distances
and orientations in the three-dimensional space, when
bound to SSIs and PHIs (see section 3.3.1).
To summarize the observations from MSA, all nonconserved unique BSRs for each Class II subtype are
listed in table 2. However, it needs further analyses to
ensure whether these non-conserved residues can be
further exploited as subtype-speciﬁc key residues for
inhibitor interaction which is discussed in the following
sections.
3.2 Generation and selection of protein–ligand
complexes for comparative analyses
As we know protein structures are mostly ﬂexible and
they exist in several conformations in the cellular
environment. Hence, considering one conformation of
a protein for docking studies is not enough to give a
clear picture of the protein–ligand interactions. It is
extremely important to include the conformational
diversity of drug targets. To address these conformational diversities of Class II ZnHDACs, we ﬁrst
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Figure 2. Multiple sequence alignment of ZnHDACs sequences. Residues highlighted in cyan are the BSRs that lie within 7
Å of the ligand co-crystal ligand. The dark blue boxes represent the conserved BSR patches denoted as P1 to P10.
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Table 2. List of non-conserved BSR of each subtype
ZnHDAC
subtype
HDAC4
HDAC5
HDAC6
HDAC7
HDAC9
HDAC10

Non-conserved BSRs
Nil
G974
N494, M682, D497, S498, H499, D567,
S568, I569, Y570, E502
D624, T625, D626, T627, N712, E543
G851, E850, G927
E22, P132, D91, A92, E272, E26, H306

generated complexes of each subtype bound to its most
active SSI and Vorinostat using molecular docking and
subjected these complexes to 20 ns molecular dynamics. The pose prediction ability of the glide docking
program was validated by extracting and re-docking
the co-crystal ligands to their respective crystal structures of the ZnHDACs. It was conﬁrmed that at least
one of the top three poses show RMSD \ 2Å with the
original crystal structure conformation of the same
ligand. Supplementary table 5 shows the RMSDs of the
docked poses of the seven co-crystal ligands with their
original pose. 40 conformations were generated for
each subtype from the molecular dynamics’ trajectories, 20 conformations bound to a highly active SSI and
20 conformations with Vorinostat. The 20 SSI bound
conformations of each subtype were used as receptors
to dock the respective SSIs (with activity \ 1000 nM)
and the 8 PHIs were docked to the 20 PHI bound
conformations of each subtype. Five conformations
were generated for each ligand from docking calculations thus generating hundreds of protein–ligand
complexes for each protein–ligand pair. This exercise

was done to include the ﬂexibilities of both the receptor
and ligands and sample a huge number of conformations. Then, these huge numbers of complexes were
reduced to manageable numbers by ﬁltering in inhibitors with all the docked poses having best XP docking
score and IC50\ 150 nM. Please refer to table 3 for the
details of the number of conformations of the proteins,
ligands, and ﬁltering of protein–ligand complexes for
comparative analyses. These selected complexes were
subjected to MM-GBSA binding energy calculations
keeping all the residues around 7 Å of the ligands
ﬂexible so that we can track the ligand induced conformational changes in the binding sites. The resultant
ZnHDACs–SSI and ZnHDACs–PHI complexes
obtained from MM-GBSA calculations were used for
further analyses to decipher subtype-speciﬁc interaction features.
3.3 Comparative analyses of binding sites
The high homology of the Class II ZnHDACs BSRs,
make subtype-speciﬁc inhibitor design quite challenging. However, small differences in the shape, charge
distribution, hydrophobicity/philicity, and solvent
accessibilities of the binding sites might provide clues
to explain subtype speciﬁcity. To comparatively study
the binding site properties, we considered the complexes of the 91 selected SSIs and 8 PHIs bound to
their respective subtypes as described in the previous
section. As BSRs around 7 Å of the respective ligands
were kept ﬂexible during the MM-GBSA binding
energy calculations, the binding site conformation of
each complex was inﬂuenced by the structure of the

Table 3. Details of number of conformations of the proteins, ligands and ﬁltering of protein–ligand complexes for comparative analyses

Subtype

No. of protein
conformations
bound to SSI
(a)

No. of
SSI
ligands
(b)

HDAC4
HDAC5
HDAC6
HDAC7
HDAC9
HDAC10
Total

20
20
20
20
20
20
120

366
171
1166
97
247
255
2302

Total
No. of ligand protein-SSI
conformations complexes
per docking (c)
a*b*c
5
5
5
5
5
5

36600
17100
116600
9700
24700
25500
230200

No. of protein-SSI
complexes after applying
ﬁlter (XP docking score
\-5 for all 5 poses
andand IC50 \150 nM)

No. Top scoring (Glide
XP docking score)
complexes submitted for
MMGBSA Binding
energy calculation

1800
2100
1400
600
1700
1500
9100

18
21
14
6
17
15
91

Computational study of ClassII-ZnHDACs

bound ligands. These residues (around 7 Å around the
ligand) of the resultant complexes generated from MMGBSA binding energy calculations are referred to as
the BSs and analyses of various properties of the BSs
are discussed in this section.
3.3.1 Inter-residue distance proﬁles of ZnHDACs
conserved BSRs: As discussed in section 3.1, there
were several substitutions in the conserved BSR patches, which might contribute towards ligand speciﬁcity, but some residues in these patches are
completely identical in all 10 subtypes (ﬁgure 2;
section 3.1).
We tried to ﬁnd out if differences in the spatial orientations of these fully conserved residues have a role
towards subtype-speciﬁcity or if binding of SSIs brings
about any changes in the spatial orientations of these
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fully conserved residues. The inter-residue distances
between the conserved residues pairs were calculated
for all Class II ZnHDACs bound to the most active SSI
and Vorinostat, the commonly used PHI. The distance
matrices were compared for the same subtypes bound
to SSI and Vorinostat (regions showing signiﬁcant
differences are shown using yellow boxes in ﬁgure 3)
and also across the 6 subtypes (red boxes in ﬁgure 3).
In this section, we identify such differences in the
distance matrices and explain the probable reasons for
such differences based on molecular interactions. This
analysis is of particular importance, because these
highly conserved residues may not necessarily have the
same spatial orientations in the three-dimensional
structures of different subtypes, as they are mostly
induced by the size, shape, and chemical structure of
the bound ligand. Hence, we were interested to analyze

Figure 3. Inter-residue distances of the conserved binding site patch residues. The Ca distances were calculated for each
residue pair from the MD snapshots of the respective trajectories and the average values have been plotted. Red-colored
boxes are differences in conserved residue distances within all class II HDAC subtypes and yellow are differences in
conserved residue distances between SSI and PHI bound HDAC subtype. The difference in each shade from dark brownwhite-blue represents 3Å distance.
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the differential inﬂuence of the SSIs and PHIs on the
BSRs of Class II ZnHDACs, especially the ones which
are highly conserved across the subtypes. A study by
Montero et al, the author explains the difference in the
potency of various inhibitors depending upon the distance between the Leucine and tryptophan present in
the HDAC catalytic site and the distance of the side
chain moiety of these inhibitors with the active site
residues. A quick look at the distance matrices of the 6
Class II subtypes bound to their respective highly
active SSI reveals major inter-residue distance variations in three regions (ﬁgure 3, red boxes). The ﬁrst
variation is between the P3/P4 and P6 residues.
HDAC5, 6, 7, and 10 show signiﬁcant variations. In
case of HDAC9, the P6 residues show drastically high
inter-residue distances from all the other conserved
patches indicating a relatively larger or open binding
pocket. The second site of difference is the inter-residue distances between the conserved residues of P10
and P2/P3/P4. HDAC 5, 7, and 9 have comparatively
lower inter-residue distances in this region as compared
to HDAC 4, 6, and 10. The third site of difference is
between the P5 and P10 residues: here HDAC7 and 10
show lesser inter-residue distances as compared to the
other subtypes.
The conserved residues bound to SSI and PHI
structures are superimposed over each other to see the
difference between their positions shown in supplementary ﬁgure 2. The above ﬂuctuations in conserved
BSRs were observed in agreement with the study by
Wang et al. (2005) in P1 Arginine, P3 Histidine, and P5
Aspartate within the same Class HDACs when bound
to the same inhibitors (Vorinostat)

D290 making the active site compact as compared to
PHI bound form. In HDAC5, R710 and G1005 are near
in the SSI bound form compared to PHI bound form as
SAHA makes an H-bond with G1005and also is close
to the zinc ion. In HDAC6, S563, I569, H560, I569 are
participating in interactions with the ligand in the SSI
bound form making active site compact as G740 and
G781 and D649 and G742 are drawn closer as compared to the PHI bound form. In HDAC7, multiple pcation interactions with the zinc atom made active site
residues shufﬂe towards the zinc atom causing G841
and D707 to come closer in SSI bound form as compared to the PHI bound one. In HDAC9, SSI, a bulky
group, is interacting with G851, N852, and some more
surrounding residues, and this groove within the active
site makes H785, H786 close to F854, P855 in SSI
bound form compared to PHI. In SSI-bound HDAC10
structure, the SSI makes interactions with H134, A262,
N142, G176, bringing residues D265 and F144 close,
which is not seen in the PHI bound structure. To
summarize, the overall observations of this analysis
are, several factors such as a long chain or bulky
moiety in the SSI molecule making more number of
hydrophobic contacts, presence of more no of interacting groups such as amide, ketone, alcohol, and
carboxyl groups in SSIs, some distinct moiety occupying additional sub-pockets within the active sites and
presence of more than one zinc interacting moieties,
etc., were observed to be affecting the orientations of
the nearby residues owing to the differences in interresidue distances in the SSI bound forms as compared
to the respective PHI bound forms of each HDAC
subtype to ensure speciﬁc protein–ligand interactions.

3.3.2 Analyses of differential binding patterns of PHIs
and SSIs with ZnHDACs, inﬂuencing the inter-residue
distances of the BSRs: Imparting ﬂexibility to the BS
residues while calculating the MM-GBSA binding
energies of the XP docked complexes unravelled several new interaction-features in the ZnHDACs BS, as
compared to the docked complexes with the rigid static
structures (crystal structures/Homology models) of the
Class II ZnHDACs. The PHIs and SSIs were found to
form different types of non-covalent interactions such
as H-bonds, salt bridges, p-p stacking, and cation-p
interactions with the BS of their respective ZnHDACs.
Figure 4 shows examples of different types of noncovalent interactions of Class II ZnHDACs BS residues
with the PHIs and SSIs. In HDAC4, the SSI is a rigid
multi-ring system compound that forms p-stacking
with H198, and F226 and H-bond interactions with
P298. Thus, it brings D196 closer to the SSI and also to

3.3.3 Identiﬁcation of subtype-speciﬁc molecular
interaction features in the Class II ZnHDACs BS: The
PHIs and SSIs were found to form different types of
non-covalent interactions such as H-bonds, salt
bridges, p–p stacking, and cation-p interactions with
the BS of their respective ZnHDACs (ﬁgure 4). Lists of
BS residues making such interactions with PHIs and
SSIs were prepared for each Class II ZnHDACs (obtaining a total of 12 lists). Each list was further segregated based on the type of interaction and
percentages (out of all residues present within 7Å of
the reference ligand) of residues making a particular
type of interactions are plotted in ﬁgure 5a. Figure 5a
also mentions the BS residues that make a particular
interaction and if the residue is conserved across the
subtypes. Thus, ﬁgure 5a gives an abstract picture of
subtype-speciﬁc interactions made by the conserved
and non-conserved BS residues (listed in table 2). We
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Figure 4. Schematic presentation of different types of interactions (green: p-stacking; red: cation-p; magenta: H-bond; grey:
metal coordination) made by the representative SSIs and PHIs with the respective class II ZnHDACs BS residues.

tried to identify if any particular type of non-covalent
interactions are more preferred in the case of SSIs as
compared to PHIs. In other words, we tried to explore
if the SSIs make interactions with certain residues,
those are non-conserved across all subtypes or unique/
speciﬁc for a subtype. Upon comparatively analyzing
these plots for the interaction of PHIs and SSIs, we
observed that although some residues in each subtype
have common interactions with both SSIs and PHIs,
interestingly, several unique non-conserved residues
showed speciﬁc interactions only with the SSIs and not
with the PHIs. Identiﬁcation of such residues and their
interaction features will be very useful for the
ZnHDAC subtype-speciﬁc drug design. It was
observed that in HDAC4, the non-conserved BS residues N119, S123, R154, N225, and P228 make
H-bonds with only the SSI. Also, cation-p interactions
of SSIs were observed with R154 and salt bridges with
D196 and D870, which was not formed with the PHIs.
In HDAC5 the SSIs make speciﬁc H-bond interactions

with unique nonconserved residues like N899, L973,
G903, and S971 apart from the other residues which
interact with both SSIs and PHIs in common. In case of
HDAC6, the SSIs showed H-bond interactions with
non-conserved residue W496 and p–p stacking with
H560, which were not observed in the case of PHIs. As
the number of highly active SSIs reported for HDAC7
were very less, any subtype-speciﬁc interaction feature
could not be identiﬁed from protein–ligand interactions. However, we got some clue about the abundance
of aromatic ring features in HDAC7 binding site,
which has been discussed in the previous section. In
case of HDAC9, the SSIs (not PHIs) interact with nonconserved residues E850, Y848, and R781 through
H-bonding and R781 through cation-p interactions.
Similarly, in case of HDAC10, the SSIs showed
H-bonds with several unique non-conserved residues
such as R27, R196, and E198 and cation-p interactions
with R196. However, we also observed some unique
non-conserved residues (mentioned in red color)
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Residue interactions and docking scores. (A) Percentage of BSRs of each subtype participating in different
types of interactions with the SSIs and PHIs. Residues in red
color are the ones that are unique for a subtype (not
conserved across subtypes see section 3.1), residues in blue
color are the ones that are making interactions with only the
SSIs, (B) MMGBSA binding energies, XP docking score,
and its H-bond component and Ligand efﬁciencies of SSIs
and PHIs with their respective ZnHDAC. Docking calculations were performed with structures obtained from the
respective MD trajectories and the best scores for each
inhibitor have been plotted.

b Figure 5.

Table 4. Summary of subtype-speciﬁc interactions features
of each ZnHDAC subtype.
ZnHDAC
subtype

Interactions
speciﬁc to

HDAC4

SSI

HDAC5

PHI
SSI

HDAC6

PHI
SSI

HDAC7
HDAC9

PHI
PHI
SSI

HDAC10

PHI
SSI
PHI

Residue and type of interaction
E329*, R154**, N119*, S123*,
R154*, P228**
N225*
S904*, R894**, N899*, L973*,
G903*, S971*
R894**
W496*, S563*, S568*, I569*,
F566*, H560*
S568*, I569*
L810*
M793*, R781**, H826*, E850*,
G851*, Y848*, G784*
G784*, G851*, H826*
R27*, F205*, S87*, R196**,
E272*, E302*, R201*, P271*
S87*, D91*

*H-bond *p–p stacking *p-cation

making interactions with both SSIs and PHIs or only
with PHIs (ﬁgure 5A). Table 4 shows consolidated
unique interactions for each Class II subtype.
Figure 5B comparatively shows the glide docking
scores, MMGBSA free energy of binding (DG), ligand
efﬁciency, and the H-bond component of the Glide
docking scores of the SSIs and the PHIs with their
respective subtypes. Glide components and MMGBSA
values for all SSIs and PHIs are shown in supplementary table 6a and supplementary table 6b respectively. It is clear that in case of all subtypes, the SSIs
show better scores and binding energies as compared to
the PHIs. The remarkably higher H-bond components
of SSIs, HDAC6, and HDAC9 indicate that more
H-bond forming features might confer speciﬁcity to the
SSIs. The analysis shown in ﬁgure 5a and b identiﬁes
many subtype-speciﬁc interactions that augment the
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information reported by Di Micco et al. (2013). We
have identiﬁed several new features apart from the ones
shown in the study, as we have analyzed interactions of
a huge number of recently added SSIs (total 2302) for
initial docking. The interaction features identiﬁed in
this study correlate well with the experimental ﬁndings
(Ganai 2016; Hai and Christianson 2016). The proposed mechanism of acetylation catalysis involves
participation of P3 Histidines and P5 Aspartates (ﬁgure 2; section 3.1) in charge relay system, and we also
interestingly observed most of the PHIsand some SSIs
show interactions with these conserved P3 and P5
residues (Corminboeuf et al. 2006; Finnin et al. 1999).
Structure analyses reveal the presence of tube-like
narrow hydrophobic channel lined by P4 G and F, P6 F,
and P8 L.These interactions appear in both SSI and
PHIs and are ubiquitous (Ganai 2015; Schuetz et al.
2008; Vannini et al. 2007). Hence, it might not be a
good idea to use the interaction features of these residues entirely for structure-based drug design.
3.3.4 Comparison of physicochemical properties
and pharmacophoric environments of ZnHDACs BS:
Figure 6a depicts the BS residue properties of SSI and
PHI bound structures for each Class II HDAC subtypes. The residues lying within the 7Å radius of the
ligands in all the SSI bound complexes of one subtype
are taken into consideration to make a list of SSI BS
residues. Similarly, a PHI BS residue list was prepared
for each residue. Then, the types of residues were
counted (e.g. hydrophobic, polar, acidic, and basic) and
their percentages were calculated for each list. There is
a signiﬁcant difference in BSRs of the SSI and PHI
bound structures for some subtypes. HDAC4, 5, and 9
have a higher percentage of non-polar residues while
HDAC6, 7, and 10 have a higher percentage of polar
and mostly acidic residues. HDAC4 and HDAC7 have
the highest percentage of nonpolar and acidic residues
respectively within all HDAC subtypes. SSI bound
HDAC4 BS’s to have a higher number of nonpolar
residues than PHI bound BSs. In the case of HDAC7,
SSI bound structures have a lesser proportion of acidic
residues than the PHI bound structures. There are differences in BSR of most of the subtypes even within
the same Class also. These characteristics may be
exploited for selection of subtype-speciﬁc inhibitors.
We also calculated solvent accessible surface areas of
six different pharmacophoric features such as hydrogen
bond donor (D), hydrogen bond acceptor (A), aromatic
rings (R), hydrophobic (H), positive (P) and negative
(N) feature in the all selected SSIs and 8 reported PHI
bound structures. These features give an abstract account
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6. Physicochemical properties of BS of ZnHDACs:
(A) Percentage of residues in the BS belonging to different
categories based on nature of the sidechains in each SSI and
PHI bound structure. (B) Solvent accessible surface areas
(Å2) of different pharmacophoric features in the BS for all
SSI’s (IC50\150nM) and reported eight PHIs.

b Figure

of steric and electronic molecular features that are crucial
for molecular recognition of small molecules with a
receptor/target (ﬁgure 6b). The average values of these
SASAs of the SSI and PHI bound BSs of each Class II
subtype have been plotted in ﬁgure 6b, which showed
very interesting trends. We considered a feature to be
prominent in a particular BS if the average SASA value
of that feature is more than 30 Å2. The surfaces (electrostatic potential surface and hydrophobic/philic surface) related to these pharmacophore features are shown
for the BS of each subtype bound to one representative
SSI and one example PHI in supplementary ﬁgures 3 and
4. Among Class II HDACs, HDAC4 and 9 comprise
mostly of H, D, A, and R features in agreement to the
observations from ﬁgure 6a, while HDAC5 is rich in H,
R and A features similar to HDAC6 and 10. HDAC6 BS
is rich in H, R, and D features. The N features show very
less prominence (SA\15 Å2) in all PHI bound subtypes.
However, the N features were found relatively higher
(10–15 Å2) in HDAC 6 and 10 which makes these two
subtypes slightly different from HDAC 5, 9. One interesting observation is that each subtype has at least one
dominant feature that might be contributing to bring
about a difference in the BS environment. HDAC 4 and 9
have mostly H, R, and N features. R features are more
dominant in PHI bound HDAC4 while the R features are
more prominent in the SSI bound HDAC9 structures.
These binding site features of each subtypes are represented as unique notations in ﬁgure 6b for each subtype.
In all ZnHDACs including Class I and II has two additional metal binding site adjacent to the catalytic pocket
are present (Vannini et al. 2007) and we also observed
some cavities adjacent to active site therefore, we analysed the occupancies of SSIs and PHIs together by
superimposing them on each other. The binding site
occupancies of SSIs (pink) and molecular interactions of
are shown in supplementary ﬁgure 5.
3.4 Analyses of the stabilities of subtype-speciﬁc
interaction features by MD simulations
In order to verify the stabilities of the Class II
ZnHDACs-speciﬁc interactions identiﬁed in the previous sections, 20 ns molecular dynamics simulations
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were performed on one PHI (Vorinostat)-bound and
one SSI-bound complex of each subtype (12 complexes in total, shown in ﬁgure 4). All the trajectories were subjected to comparative analysis of root
mean squared deviation (RMSD), root mean square
ﬂuctuation (RMSF), radius of gyration (RGyr), and
the percentage occupancies of the different types of
interactions (ﬁgures 7–8; supplementary ﬁgures 7–8).
Comparative analyses were performed in two
dimensions. That is, we compared the PHI-and SSI
bound complexes of the same subtype and across
different subtypes as well. The RMSDs for protein
all heavy atoms and Ca are plotted in ﬁgure 7A
which lies well within 2–4 Å in all the SSI and PHI
bound complexes for each subtype that indicated the
complexes are equilibrated and the simulation time is
enough for meticulous analyses. However, for the
SSI bound complexes of HDAC4 and HDAC7, the
simulations were extended upto 25 ns as slight
ﬂuctuations were noticed at 20 ns and consistent
RMSD proﬁles were observed for the extended
simulations. RMSF (ﬁgure 7B) of most of the residues of all heavy atoms and Ca are below 3Å for
both SSI and PHI bound complexes but differences
in the ﬂuctuations of certain BS residues were
observed between them. In cases of HDAC4 and 6,
no considerable differences in RMSF between the
trajectories of SSI and PHI bound complexes was
seen. High RMSF was observed around active site
residues F901-G911, S595-S635, P358, and G712G722 in PHI-bound forms of HDAC5, HDAC7, and
HDAC9, respectively. In HDAC10, both the SSI and
PHI-bound structures showed high ﬂuctuations
around D361-T441. Overall, from the RMSD and
RMSF analyses, we found that SSI-bound structures
in most HDACs produce more stable trajectories than
PHI bound complexes. Although most of the frames
lie within 3 Å and therefore it’s suitable to investigate the ligand interactions in the binding site.
Stable MD simulations trajectories of the SSI bound
structures indicate, out of many hundred SSI bound
protein conformations a reasonable number of conﬁrmations are showing stable interactions and are
holding the ligand into the protein cavity. In our case
PHI’s are showing less stable interactions with the
protein compared to SSI’s. Therefore, the speciﬁc
features obtained from our SSI bound complexes can
be exploited for screening/designing HDAC subtypespeciﬁc inhibitors. Supplementary ﬁgure 6A shows
the number of H-bonds formed by the PHI and SSIs
with the respective Class II ZnHDACs throughout
the simulations.
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The number of H-bonds are more for SSI bound
forms in most of the frames in the trajectories of the
Class II ZnHDACs. RGyr of the systems were calculated to monitor the compactness of the systems
throughout the trajectories (supplementary ﬁgure 6B),
which showed lower RGyr of SSI-bound complexes
over PHI-bound ones in almost all HDACs. To decipher the stabilities of the unique interactions in each
ZnHDACs, we analyzed the occupancies of the noncovalent interactions of SSIs and PHIs with the
respective ZnHDACs. Supplementary ﬁgures 7 and 8
shows the stable interactions, those were maintained
for more than 40% of the simulations. Various protein–
ligand interactions of the ligands monitored throughout
the simulation have been given in ﬁgure 8. We compared these stable interactions with the initial interactions shown in ﬁgure 4 and also, veriﬁed if the subtypespeciﬁc interaction features deciphered in section 3.3.3
are stable. We observed the subtype-speciﬁc interaction
obtained from the MMGBSA binding calculations (for
the given representative SSIs and Vorinostat) and
interactions observed in MD simulation are mostly
stable throughout the simulations. These interactions
(listed in table 4) have been tick marked in red or blue
in ﬁgure 8 (red and blue color codes are according to
the legend of ﬁgure 5A). In some Class II ZnHDAS
SSIs show unique interaction, which is not seen with
any other subtype or PHIs. Therefore, D329 in
HDAC4, S904 in HDAC5, S563, I569 in HDAC6, and

Figure 8. Protein–Ligand Contacts of the SSIs and PHIs c
monitored throughout the simulation. The stacked bar charts
are normalized throughout the trajectory; e.g. a value of 0.5
suggests that 50 % of the simulation time the speciﬁc
interaction is maintained. Values over 1.0 are possible when
a protein residue makes multiple contacts of the same
subtype with the ligand. The subtype speciﬁc interactions
(listed in table 4) have been tick marked in red or blue (red
and blue color codes are according to the legend of
ﬁgure 5A).

D302 are the interactions said to be uniquely present in
the mentioned Class II ZnHDACs. The interactions of
the SSI. Thus, most of the subtype-speciﬁc unique
interaction features were observed to be stable in the
MD simulation trajectory.
4. Conclusions
Addressing subtype speciﬁcity has its own importance
in ZnHDAC inhibitor design. The current study
attempts to understand the unique features in the
binding sites of each Class II ZnHDAC subtype that
can be utilized as a ﬁlter to screen/or design subtypespeciﬁc inhibitors. We found that at sequence level,
there are few non-conserved active site residues unique
for each subtype. Analysis of the physicochemical

Figure 7. RMSD and RMSF values of all heavy atoms during MD simulation of representative SSI and PHI.
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properties of the binding sites of each ZnHDAC subtypes bound to SSIs and PHIs revealed that each subtype has certain type of pharmacophore feature or a
combination of two features abundantly present in the
binding site, indicating the overall requirement the of
the binding site for ligand binding, which is different
for each subtype. Presence of certain interacting groups
such as amides, ketone groups, hydroxyl groups, carboxyl groups, and multiple ring systems in SSIs, some
distinct moiety capable of occupying the adjacent
additional sub-pockets within the active sites and
presence of more than one zinc interacting moieties,
etc., were observed to be affecting the orientations of
the active site residues owing to the differences in interresidue distances in spite of high sequence similarity in
order to ensure speciﬁc protein–ligand interactions.
Molecular docking study of a total of 91 reported SSIs
and 8 PHIs to the respective ZnHDAC subtypes
revealed the residues that are unique or non-conserved
for a certain subtype and make a certain type of
interaction with the SSIs only and not with the PHIs.
Stabilities of these subtype-speciﬁc interaction features
were validated through 20 ns molecular dynamics
simulation analyses of one SSI and one PHI-bound
structure of each ZnHDAC. Such unique interaction
features can be exploited as ﬁlters to design subtypespeciﬁc ZnHDAC inhibitors.
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